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They can harm our bodies and a!ect the environment

After use, most cleaning chemicals end up making the journey from our homes down the 
sink, toilet and drains into our environment via the sewer or waterways. Chemicals can have 
harmful e!ects on our environment including other living things.

If many of these chemicals are not good for our environment should they really be used in 
our homes or around our bodies?

With the Norwex chemical-free antibacterial micro"ber system you don’t breathe, touch or 
ingest chemicals. Dirt, dust and grease are removed instead of spread around your home, 
creating a cleaner indoor climate, and reducing allergens.

Today, preserving the environment for our children and future generations is extremely 
important. With Norwex you have the opportunity to use fewer chemicals, reduce your 
environmental footprint and look after your family’s health while at the same time preserving 
the environment for future generations.

What are the e!ects of 
chemicals and disinfectants?

The graphic is noted throughout the catalog to di!erentiate 
those products that contain an antibacterial agent for 
self-cleaning purposes only. The agent is solely designed to 
inhibit bacterial odor, mold, and/or mildew growth within 
the product. 
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The dirt on dirt

Residuals attract dirt

When surfaces are left moist and wet after 
cleaning, only the water component of your 
cleaning solution evaporates leaving broken-
down dirt, grime and chemicals to dry on the 
surface.

The de"nition of CLEAN is to remove all forms 
of contaminants from a surface leaving it in as 
original condition as possible. This means that 
in order to leave surfaces CLEAN we cannot 
leave residuals behind on them.

Residuals determine the frequency of needed 
cleaning. The fewer residuals left behind on a 
surface the better, as residuals determine how 
often that surface should be cleaned.

Clean doesn’t smell

True cleanliness does not smell.

It will take most people quite a while to accept this, as their sense of smell may make them 
think that they have not cleaned with strong enough chemicals. If they had used only 
micro"ber and water, there is no smell. 

The traditional method of cleaning with chemicals and cotton cloths results in breaking 
down dirt and grime and spreading it over the entire surface.

This may provide a visual appearance of clean. However it can actually cause your surface to 
be hygenically more contaminated at a microscopic microbial level.
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What is Micro"ber?

One of the most important technological 
developments in recent years has been the 
ability to produce extremely "ne "bers. These 
“micro-"bers” are of an even "ner quality  than 
natural "bers such as silk. In many products it is 
the luxurious feel and look of the fabrics, which 
makes the micro"ber so special. In others it is their 
unique physical and mechanical performance 
which makes this fabric unique. With Norwex 
microfiber, we focus on the physical and 
mechanical performance in our product line. 

Textile "bers are measured in grams per 10,000 meters (dtex). For a "ber to be considered 
a micro"ber it must be 1 dtex or "ner. This means a single thread of 10,000 meters must 
weigh less than 1 gram.

Norwex’s micro"ber has a dtex of 0.13. One gram of Norwex micro"ber will span over 70,000 
meters. In each Norwex Enviro Cloth there is approximately 2.9 million meters of micro"ber.

Used dry these "bers produce an electrostatic charge which attracts and holds dust particles. 
When wet the "bers use capillary vacuum force to pull moisture and grease from the surface 
up into the "bers.

The wonders of Norwex Micro"ber

Normal Cotton Fiber only attracts-
some dirt and spreads the rest 
around the surface.

Norwex Micro"ber uses capillary 
action to pull dirt and grease 
within the "bers and away from 
the surface.

Micro"ber cloths can be used wet or dry
Dry: 
The static e!ect created when using the Micro"ber cloths dry enhances the ability to attract 
dirt and dust particles. As you lightly wipe the surface, the micro"ber attracts and draws up 
even the smallest particles of dust, trapping them in the "bers until the cloths are laundered.

Wet:
The micro"bers work together to give an excellent cleaning e!ect. Wet, wring and wipe 
away dirt and debris from all washable surfaces. Note: Only use water - do not use with 
corrosive chemicals or cleaners.
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How to use Micro"ber Cloths

Fold the cloth in half. Fold it again. You now have a total of 8 clean sides to work with. 
For the Window and Car cloth, fold it again and you have 16 sides.

Place your whole hand on the cloth and wipe with even strokes. The cloth should be #at 
against the cleaning surface. The Enviro cloth can be used dry for dusting.

On less dirty surfaces, spray water on the surface and lightly polish with a micro"ber 
cloth. For dirty surfaces, clean the surface with a wet Enviro Cloth "rst, then use the 
Window cloth to dry and polish

Micro"ber Washing Instructions

To save the environment and reduce the use of detergents, we suggest that cloths and mops 
which are slightly dirty, or embedded with grease, be washed with a little dish detergent 
under warm running water and used again before laundering. You DO NOT have to wash 
with soap after each use if not dirty, but you should always rinse under warm to hot running 
water.

Launder micro"ber cloths in hot water with other lint-free laundry using Norwex laundry 
detergent (or other environmentally friendly detergent).

Do not use bleach or fabric softener as this will destroy the product’s ability to clean 
e!ectively.

To deep clean, remove stubborn stains or odours from smelly cloths, Norwex micro"ber can 
be boiled for 10 minutes to allow "bers to swell and release the debris.

Use our Rubber Brush to remove dirt and debris from the mops between launderings.

Never use fabric softeners as they contain 
zeolite which will coat the fibers and 
diminish their static and capillary action 
required for high-quality cleaning.

The wonders of Norwex Micro"ber



History of Silver

Throughout history, people 
have taken advantage of the 
antimicrobial properties of silver. 

The Greeks and Romans stored 
water in silver as it was believed this 
kept the liquids fresh.

During the plagues in Europe, 
wealthy families ate from silver 
plates and utensils, in the hope that 
silver might protect them from the disease that was claiming their neighbours’ lives. 

The expression ‘born with a silver spoon in the mouth’ had a dual meaning. Not only did it 
refer to wealth, it also referred to health.  People were eating o! silver spoons because they 
knew that an infection couldn’t survive on silver.

Without knowing it people were taking advantage of the natural ANTIMICROBIAL properties 
of silver.

Today many products are produced using silver to give antibacterial properties to that 
surface. Silver antibacterial socks, silver soap, silver-lined curtains in hospitals, silver-lined 
bandages for treating burns, silver-lined bandaids, silver toothbrushes etc.
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How Silver works

Silver interrupts a cell’s ability to form chemical bonds essential to its survival. Bacteria, 
viruses and fungi need the bonds for their oxygen metabolism.    

The Antibacterial agent is physically embedded inside tiny micro"bers.

The silver-based agent that Norwex uses is based on micro, not nano-technology. 

Norwex Antibacterial Micro"ber
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Cotton "bers could also have been used for this test, however as cotton does not pick up 
nearly so much dirt or germs from a surface (instead it pushes the dirt and germs from one 
surface onto the next) we needed to have two cloths with the same amount of debris and 
germs in them to properly test the growth in the "bers over the 24 hours.

Due to the nature of these bacteria, all tests were conducted in a controlled laboratory 
environment, and may not be a 100% true representation of normal living environments. As 
such, it’s not known if the same results are true in an uncontrolled environment.

 After 0 hours and 24 hours.

Why do we need Antibacterial Micro"ber?

Norwex antibacterial Micro"ber does not disinfect the surface you clean by killing the germs 
on it; rather it removes what is on the surface and collects it within the cloth. The silver 
agent inside the micro"bers then inhibits the growth of bacterial odor, mold, and/or mildew 
growth within the product. 

The micro silver functions as a self-puri"er and helps cleanse the cloth of mold, fungi and 
bacterial odour within 24 hours, so that it is ready to use again.

As you can see from this test, normal micro"ber shows a huge increase in bacterial growth 
after 24 hours and our Norwex antibacterial Micro"ber showed a huge reduction in bacterial 
growth.

Bacteria content in a cloth made with Norwex 
Antibacterial Micro!ber  

Bacteria content in a cloth made with normal 
Micro!ber

 After 0 hours and 24 hours.

Norwex Antibacterial Micro"ber

In this test we compared the bacterial growth of normal micro"ber vs. Norwex antibacterial 
Micro"ber.


